Official development assistance in numbers

**ODA VOLUME**

USD 5.01 BILLION

8th LARGEST DONOR IN VOLUME

**ODA/GNI**

0.24%

18th LARGEST DONOR ODA/GNI

Italy has partially or fully implemented 80% of the DAC recommendations from the last review (in 2014).

**TOP FIVE BENEFICIARIES OF BILATERAL AID**

1. TURKEY
2. IRAQ
3. GUINEA-BISSAU
4. CUBA
5. ARGENTINA

As a valued development partner, Italy...

- ...has a programme **focus** on fragile countries, gender, and disability.
  
  Basic education programme in Senegal targets children out-of-school and with disabilities (PASEB).

- ...places a **strong emphasis** on multistakeholder partnerships.
  
  Platform on Energy and Development brings together the AICS expertise, technology transfer, capacity building, and twinning with Italian banks and companies.

- ...demonstrates **leadership** on cultural heritage, agriculture and tax crime.
  
  The Carabinieri Command for the Protection of Cultural Heritage combines military, policing and cultural expertise in Kosovo and Iraq.

Italy can improve by...

- ...reversing recent ODA decreases.

- ...planning whole-of-government country strategies.

- ...strengthening human resource management.
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